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BREATHE IN, BREATHE OUT
Have you ever walked in heavy rains with an umbrella? Then you know how the wind
can tug at the inside of your umbrella. If that air had a way to escape, carrying your
umbrella would be much lighter. Right? The Lasagna Pro takes this into account.
The parasol stays waterproof because the layers overlap.

CUT FROM THE RIGHT WOOD
Aluminium may be light, strong, recyclable and pretty, it still feels different than
hout. Wood is a natural product and creates a warm appearance. With a relatively
low weight, it has great strength and is characteristic. A wooden parasol is a natural

SOLERO® LASAGNA PRO

connection between your indoor and outdoor areas.

Made up of layers, this parasol owes its name to the delicious Italian oven dish. Not only does this
look good, but these layers have two special functions as well.. Because there is room between the
so-called multiValances, the air can easily pass through the openings. This means the Lasagna Pro
stands firm, even in winds. In addition, you keep your head cool. Warm air that collects under the
parasol rises up and disappears.

RUNS SMOOTHLY

This breath-taking layer parasol has a diameter of Ø330 cm and is easy to operate. The cloth is always

Just like Solero's Patio parasol, the Lasagna Pro opens

nice and tight thanks to the metal tensioners.

by means of a strong cord and a double pulley. Hoist
the sails and enjoy your shade.
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DIMENSIONS*
Ø

33
0

SPECIFICATIONS &
PRICES

270
210
100

Item number

Description

838.33.colour

Lasagna Pro Ø330 cm sunshade

535.28.50

DELIVERY FROM STOCK*

Price in £ incl. VAT

499,17

599,-

Free protectioncover

yes

Fillable base black 70-100 kg

74,17

89,-

Cantilever sunshade

no

535.28.62

Fillable base gray 70-100 kg

74,17

89,-

Central pole

yes

527.51.55

Ground anchor RVS

75,-

90,-

Telescopic system

no

535.55.00

Granite base 55 kg

183,33

220,-

Light included

no

535.30.60

Concrete base 60 kg

125,-

150,-

Fade-resistant cloth

yes

535.31.60

4x wiel Concrete base 60 kg

41,67

50,-

Pole in two parts

no

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

74,17

89,-

Tiltable

no

With rotating device

no

Side inclanation

no

Valance (without add.

no

Lighting and heating can be found on pages 72-77
Images of feet and anchors can be found on pages 86-87

CHOOSE FROM 4 CLOTH COLOURS

Specifications

Price in £ excl. VAT

A NATURAL FRAMECOLOUR

costs)

VIDEO

Operating system
Weight cloth per m2

PEARLY WHITE
.42

TAUPE
.144

SPA**
.128

BLACK
.150

Integrated rib ends

WOOD

Number of ribs
Closes over the table
Pole diameter

*These dimensions were measured without base or ground anchor
**This colour will be produced in limited numbers

cord
300 grams
no
8
yes
48mm

*While stocks last

